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On January 23rd, we hosted a Minecraft Challenge Night at
the Library. There was two different challenges available.
The first was a partner challenge where each player had to
build a maze and their partner had to run through it. 

The second challenge was a ship build challenge, each
player was given a time limit to build any type of ship they
wanted. 
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Minecraft Challenge Night



For story time this month we read "The Missing Mitten
Mystery" and decorated our very own hat & mittens to tie
together so we would never have a missing mitten! The kids
were given markers and stickers to decorate with! 
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Hat & Mittens Storytime
The Newell Public Library has three active book
clubs. These are what they are reading this month! 

Bookclub Reads

In the well-heeled milieu of New
York's Upper East Side, coolly elegant
Philippa Lye is the woman no one can
stop talking about. Despite a shadowy
past, Philippa has somehow married
the scion of the last family-held
investment bank in the city. And
although her wealth and connections
put her in the center of this world, she
refuses to conform to its gossip-fueled
culture.

In the aftermath of the Civil War, Josephine
Weatherly and her mother, Eugenia, struggle to
pick up the pieces of their lives when they
return to their Virginia plantation. But the
bitter realities of life after the war cannot be
denied: their home and land are but shells of
their previous grandeur; death has claimed her
father and brother; and her remaining brother,
Daniel, has returned home bitter and broken.
The privileged childhood Josephine enjoyed now
seems like a long-ago dream. And the God who
failed to answer any of her prayers during the
war is lost to her as well.

Book Club #2 Books for January

Book Club #1 Books for January
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Upcoming Events
February 6th - Junior Advisory Board Meeting at 4PM

February 10th - Family Movie Day at 2:30PM

February 11th - Toddler Time at 10AM

February 20th - Library Board Meeting at 4PM


